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After 750 and 350 have been set off to buy a boom, Adidas will be launched in October this year and the West Kanye cooperation
series of the next shoe type, which is the high tube version of the Yeezy 950 Boot boots. According to the thesneakerilluminati. This
duck outdoor boots will bring peyote, pirate black, moon rock and chocolate four kinds of color, then 350 will additional pirate black,
beluga Blue/Black and silver Grey/Black three models of new colorways. Has not yet announced the price of 950 information, but
before you can not buy 750 and 350 friends must take this opportunity to!
Nike sports players new Tech Fleece Juvenate shoes 2015-08-17 14:02:54 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: honeyee] Print
Close 
Chinese shoes Network August 17 hearing, launched in 2013 Nike Tech Pack series, which has brought a revolutionary performance
fabrics Tech Fleece, to produce a lightweight, warm, breathable and rich three-dimensional sense of clothing. In this season the
brand more material injected footwear designs, which bring new shoes Tech Fleece Juvenate, using a simple and stylish design as
the blueprint Juvenate shoes, shoe body and the inner cage is manufactured using Tech Fleece with very soft and comfortable to
wear manifestation of this material while retaining warmth and lightweight characteristics. The only pity is that currently only women's
shoes to choose from. (. Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe brands News Recommended:
Linsen Orem Fort) 
sweep swept away! Participate in the "Top Ten Chinese shoe brand" vote 
Related news
< br / > although the summer has fade in the end, but for the friends who love swimming. This is the most happy time in the four
seasons of a year. Recently Nike again to street hot Benassi JDI cool drag is modeled. This release is very dazzling "pool" color.
Just as its name implies, this shoe in the design to symbolize pool of blue and white rubber sole is based, the collocation of white
textile fibre vamp echo swim towel, the overall design let a person shine at the moment. Currently this cool drag has been set at
Hanon and other designated retailers limited sale, like swimming, not to miss a friend! (Editor: YOYO)
< br / > a few days ago, in a series of Nike Sportswear 2015 winter brought the new Koth ultra low dark grey color design. Shadow
from the contour of the shoe body, can see the Trainerendor bottom and huarache component design, using gray tone leather make,
tongue and lining also uses the mesh material of the same color production, with hit shoestrings for embellishment, finally carrying
Fupomo details of the sole, with bursts of outdoor atmosphere. These shoes can be purchased at each big NSW branch. (Editor:
YOYO)
? July 13 to 14, nine All-Star lineup of NBA superstar, "Garnett" Kevin Garnett will be at the invitation of Adidas's visit to China, which
is Garnett first came to China. An important objective, "Garnett" of this trip is to act as Adidas basketball ambassador, and will bring
a very precious gift for the Chinese fans --- limited edition of 888 pairs of Chinese KG3 basketball shoes. "This trip can come to my
favorite country, and boarded the coveted Great Wall, the most important is that I can see Chinese fans This is really fantastic, they
are one of the best fan base in the world. "Kevin? Garnett said. "Garnett" China tour will include a rich set of activities, China's "Wolf
fans" who can not only look more closely at the style icon, listen, "Garnett" voices, more five from Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou,
Chengdu Fortunately, fans in Wuhan and Kevin can? Garnett opened with KG3 China limited edition mystery and together, "Garnett"
swim the Great Wall. Garnett's specific itinerary is conducted tour of the Great Wall and other activities in Beijing July 13, July 14 to
Shanghai. 
[Chinese shoes Network - Domestic News nights ago, Shishi City Hanjiang border police dismantled a counterfeiting registered
trademarks "black dens", seized counterfeit seven wolves, Ba Jin, Adidas and other registered trademark clothing more than 1400,
involving a total value of about 20 million. 
The same day, border officers received a report said that in the village in the town there is a scenery designer clothes dens, which
are immediately organized the police through the line of investigation, found that the dens to hide in houses, engaged in illegal
production of fake registration trademark clothing activities. More than 11 points that night, after more than 10 police to find out the
exact location of the dens and the way they operate, the dens conduct surprise checks on the spot and seized counterfeit seven
wolves, Ba Jin, Adidas and other registered trademark clothing altogether 1400, involving a total value of approximately 20 million. 
Currently, the Institute has been trying to track down Hong Mouchun involved, the case is under further investigation. (Chinese shoes
Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
Christmas is about to come, sports brand recently launched a group of Ghost of Christmas Present Shaq Attaq Reebok Kamikaze
Reebok II . One not in Attaq Shaq of the green design, this II Kamikaze to the main white, orange, and very happy. 
/>
NEW balance and Japanese brands United Arrows this season and together again, the to thousands of lines of exceptional
streamline model m1500 as the object, with United Arrows always low-key style, this section of the elegant sand color design, the
overall tends to the effect of natural wild. 
< p > shoes with highly textured suede as main material to build the whole body of the shoe, originally is continually nylon mesh
surface part together with leather instead, but suede texture also better show a low-key and Shen stability, can be any combination of
casual pants and suits. With Encap series and rubber soles shoes, so that the comfort of wearing more prominent. The new models
will on sale in April 26, on time, following & pound of the end website159 pounds (about $1880 Hong Kong dollars), interested friends
may wish to take note. 
Recently, the Peak Group in the "Olympic dream 08 --- global new conference and orders will be autumn and winter 2008"
announced on, Peak will continue to sponsor Stanko has basketball "World Cup," said the Popovich Cup. Meanwhile, Peak will
continue to contract, "God of War" Liu Yudong. 
It is understood that this is the Olympic Stankovic Cup since 2005 inception, the fourth consecutive sponsor the event, but also the
Olympic Liu Yudong since 2002 and the signing of cooperation between Mars again. So long and consistent brand strategy fully
demonstrated the unity of the Olympic propagation modeling aspects in the brand. Industry generally believe that more and more
mature Peak is to "build China's first brand of basketball equipment," the goal. 
It is worth mentioning that for the first time the Olympic Order will be upgraded to the global range, indicating its international brand
into a substantive stage of this year from the national market. It is understood that, in this global order was, more than a dozen major



countries from Asia, Europe, South America and Oceania dealers participate in this ordering.
Nike sports players exposure to meet the new Blazer High VNTG 40th anniversary
2012-10-30 11:24:59 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: sneakernews] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network October 30 hearing, we all know that this year is the 30th anniversary of Nike's classic shoes AIR FORCE 1,
with the constant introduction of various NIKE AF1 limited joint release, it is also always focused its attention on on AF1, but we do
not forget another super classic shoes Blazer also about next year celebrate its 40th anniversary. 
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